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Add commas where needed in the following sentences.
1. Raylene had expected her children to buy clothes with the Christmas money but they bought books
and CDs instead.
2. Even though it was covered with dust the printer was the busiest machine in the office.
3. He knew that he had better mop the kitchen and bathroom floors or his wife would throw a fit when
she came home.
4. Based on the novella The Hellbound Heart Clive Barker's Hellraiser has become a classic among modern
horror films.
5. Many listeners believe Otto Klemperer to be one of the greatest interpreters of the German composers
and the editors of the most recent edition of The Penguin Guide to Compact Discs certainly concur.
6. Sharon Olds, Jorie Graham and Rita Dove are three relatively young highly regarded American female
poets.
7. Alarmed by constant warnings from the media many homeowners tried to remove the accumulated
snow from their roofs.
8. During his long distinguished career Zeke taught in public schools in Nebraska, Oklahoma, Indiana,
South Dakota and Ohio.
9. Shakespeare, Milton and Chaucer are, respectively, the best, second-best and third-best British poets.
10. Because of her calm efficient manner with disgruntled clients Fran was much in demand at the
insurance-claims desk.
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Raylene had expected her children to buy clothes with the Christmas money, but they bought books and CDs instead.
Even though it was covered with dust, the printer was the busiest machine in the office.
He knew that he had better mop the kitchen and bathroom floors, or his wife would throw a fit when she came home.
Based on the novella The Hellbound Heart, Clive Barker's Hellraiser has become a classic among modern horror films.
Many listeners believe Otto Klemperer to be one of the greatest interpreters of the German composers, and the editors of the most recent edition of The
Penguin Guide to Compact Discs certainly concur.
6. Sharon Olds, Jorie Graham, and Rita Dove were three relatively young, highly regarded American female poets.
7. Alarmed by constant warnings from the media, many homeowners tried to remove the accumulated snow from their roofs.
8. During his long, distinguished career, Zeke taught in public schools in Nebraska, Oklahoma, Indiana, South Dakota, and Ohio.
9. Shakespeare, Milton, and Chaucer are, respectively, the best, second-best, and third-best British poets.
10. Because of her calm, efficient manner with disgruntled clients, Fran was much in demand at the insurance-claims desk.

